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1. You take the control of your investments back allowing decisions to be made and executed

faster. This is great for diversifying your assets, knowing where you’re invested at all times and 

minimising risk (especially to get a fast exit in a market crash). 

2. In many cases where the balance is over $200k there will be a reduction in fees. 

3. You have the option to hold much larger cash balances. This is handy in times where markets 

are crashing, highly volatile or steadily heading lower.Most retail funds will keep you heavily 

invested and won’t suggest a move to cash. 

4. Should you set up as a corporate or individual trustee? If you don’t know the answer, you 

need to. 

5.With recent legislative changes an SMSF allows more options to move capital from other 

areas into super to help build retirement assets. 

6. Income replacement: An SMSF can help you plan to replace your income in retirement; will

your industry fund do the same? 

7. Supercharge your super balance from $200k to $500k through leveraged property. 

8. Property investment strategy: Do you want growth or high rental yield? You need to know

this. 

9. Reduction of the 15% earnings tax and contributions tax to potentially zero. 

10. Improved estate planning whereby nomination can pass asset and insurance payouts to

loved ones without a lengthy delay. Great for the next generation. 
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The information contained is general information only, it does not constitute any recommendation or advice; it has been prepared without taking into account 
your personal objectives, financial situation or needs and so you should consider its appropriateness having regard to these factors before acting on it. Any taxation 
position described is a general statement and should only be used as a guide. It does not constitute tax advice and is based on current tax laws and our 
interpretation. Your individual situation may differ and you should seek independent professional tax advice. You should also consider obtaining personalised 
advice from a professional financial adviser before making any financial decisions in relation to the matters discussed hereto.


